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On Stieltjes transform of distributions behaving 
as regularly varying functions 
V. MARlC, M. SKENDZlC, A. TAKACI 
1. Introduction. The asymptotics of the Stieltjes transform of distributions J" with 
support in [0, belonging to a subset, specified below, of the space of (Schwartz) 
distributions, whose behavior (at zero) is of the type T~x* log-'x+ in the Lojasie-
wicz sense, or (at in the Sebastiao E Silva sense, is studied by LAvoiNEandMisRA 
[1], [2]. The aim of this paper is to extend their results to the cases when T~xyL0(x)+, 
JC—0+ and T~xvL(x), Here L0 and L belong to the class of slowly varying 
functions (s.v.f.) introduced by KARAMATA [ 3 ] in 1 9 3 0 . 
A real valued function L(x) is slowly varying at infinity, if it is positive, measu-
rable on [a, for some 0, and such that for each 
(1.1) lim L(Xx)fL(x) = 1. 
A function JLoC*) is s-v- a t z e r o if Z,0(l/x) is s.v. at infinity. E.g. all positive functions 
tending to positive constants are s.v. at infinity, products of powers of iterated loga-
X 
rithms, the function (1/x) J dt/In t, are such, etc. 
Slowly varying functions , are of frequent occurrence in various branches of ana-
lysis (Fourier analysis, number theory, differential equations, Tauberian theorems) 
and of stochastic processes, whenever more information than the mere fact of conver-
gence is needed. Here we also emphasize the use of s.v.f. in the theory of distributions. 
Also, the function i?(x)=xvI,(x) is called regularly varying at infinity with 
index v. 
1.1. Following [2] we denote by J'(r), Re r > — 1, the space of distributions T 
with support in [0, admitting the decomposition 
(1.2) T = B+&f(x) 
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where A: is a non-negative integer, EP is the distributional differentiation operator of 
order k,f(x) is a locally integrable function with support in [a, for some a s 0 
and such that 
OO 
(1.3) / | W x - ' - ^ d x ^ c o , 
and B is a distribution with support in [0, a]. Notice that T is a tempered distribution. 
Further, the Stieltjes transform of T£J'(r) is defined by 
(1.4) F(s) = ys{T} = (Tx, ( x + s ) " ' " 1 ) -
= ( l x , ( x + s ) - ' - 1 ) + r ^ + 1 > f f{x)(x+s)-'-k-*dx, s € C \ ( - c o , 0]. 
Here the first term on the right-hand side in the second line of (1.4) exists since 
(x+ j , ) _ r ~ 1 coincides on the support of B with some infinitely differentiable function. 
Throughout the paper we assume that s >0. 
The following result of LAVOINE and MISRA [2] is needed in the sequel: 
L e m m a 1.1. Let B be a distribution with support in [a, b] where 0 < a < ¿ > < 
then 
(1.5) S f M - (B, x - ' - 1 ) , s — 0 + ; 
if a=0 then 
(1.6) f+1Sfs{B} - (Bx, 1>, s-oo. 
# 
1.2. We next give the basic properties of the slowly varying functions ([3], [4]) 
needed in the paper. 
(i) The limit (1.1) holds uniformly in any finite interval [a, b], a >0. 
(ii) For any p > 0 there holds 
xpL(x) x - p £ ( x ) - 0 , x - ° ° . 
The next property is a Theorem of AUANÉIÓ, BOJANIÓ and TOMIÓ [ 5 ] , and represents 
our main tool for the proofs. 
(iii) Let g(x) be a Lebesgue integrable function on an interval /. Then 
J g(x)L(Ax)dx~L(A) J g(x)dx, A— 
i i 
provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
A) /=[0 , b], and the integrals 
(1.7) / g(x)L(Xx)dx, / x - ' | g ( x ) | d x 
0+ 0+ 
converge; the latter for some /?>0. 
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B) I=[a, oo), a>0 , and the integral 
(1.8) / x*|g(x)|dx 
a 
converges for some />>0. 
C) /=[0, oo) and (1.7) and (1.8) both hold. 
1.3. Among the various definitions of the behaviour (at zero and at infinity) 
of generalized functions, we use the following two: 
De f in i t i on 1 . 1 (cf. LOJASIEWICZ [ 6 ] ) . The distribution behaves at zero 
as xvZ,0(x)+, i.e. 
T~xvL0(x)+, x - 0 + , Re v > — 1, 
if there exist a > 0 and a distribution R with support in [0, a] such that T=xvL0(x)+ +R 
for x£[0, a] and 
(1.9) i ^ - 1 L o 1 ( t ) + ( R „ < p ( x J t ) ) ^ 0 , t ^ 0 + 
for each function cp infinitely differentiable on some neighborhood of [0, The 
subscript " + " means that the functions bearing it are equal to zero for xsO. 
De f in i t i on 1 . 2 (cf. SEBASTIAO E SILVA [ 7 ] ) . The distribution T£3>'+ behaves at 
infinity as xvL(x) i.e. 
T~xvL(x), x-oo 
if for some 1 and x€[a, •»), there holds Tx=Dkf(x) and 
L - H * ) * - ' " ^ * ) ^ - ^ , * — 
(where (v + l)*=(v + l)(v+2)...(v+fc), and (v + l ) 0 =l) . 
2. Results. We prove the following two theorems giving the behavior of the 
Stieltjes t ransform^ of the distribution T£J'(r) at zero and at infinity respectively. 
Notice that = F(s) is a (holomorphic) function and the asymptotics has to be 
understood accordingly. 
Theo rem 2.1. Let R e r > - 1 , Re v > - 1 , R e ( r - v ) > 0 , further let L0(x) be 
slowly varying at zero and T£J'(r). If 
(2.1) T ~ x v L 0 ( x ) + , x — 0 + 
then 
ys{T}~B(v+1, r-v)s'-rL0(s), s - 0 + . 
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Theorem 2.2. Let R e r > - 1 , Re v > - l , R e ( r - v ) > 0 , further let L(x) be 
slowly varying at °o and T£J'(r). If 
(2.2) T~xvL(x), x -*oo 
then 
y,{T}~B(y+\ir-v)sv-,L(s), s —oo. 
By taking in Theorem 2.1 L0(x)= 1 and L0(x)=In1 x, j£N, one obtains re-
spectively Theorems 3.2.1 in [1] and 2.1 in [2] for Re v > — 1 of Lavoine and Misra. 
Similarly, by taking in Theorem 2.2, k=0, L(x)=1, L(x)—kiJx one obtains their 
Theorem 5.1. m in [1] and Theorem 3.1 in [2]. 
3. Proofs. P roo f of T h e o r e m 2.1. By virtue of (1.2) and (2.1) one has 
(3.1) T = x"L0(x)++R+B+Dkf(xy, 
here the supports of R, B, f (x) are in [0, a], [a, b], [b, respectively, and R satisfies 
(1.9); L0(x) may be chosen conveniently in [a, «>). We apply the Stieltjes transform 
to the distributions at both sides of (3.1), multiply by (sy~rL0(s))~1, and then esti-
mate each summand of the right-hand side. 
To treat the first term, put in the occurring integral s= I/A, x=s/u, and to the 
obtained integral 
oo 
A ' " / H r-v-1( l + ")-r-1L(Au)dM with L(x) = L0(\]x) 
o 
apply the result 1.2 (iii) C). Thus for the first term one obtains 
( $ v - ' Z , 0 ( s ) ) - i / ^ ^ - - * B ( v + l , r - v ) , s 0 + . 
To complete the proof one has to show that the remaining three terms tend to 
zero with s. The second term is such due to (1.9) and to the property 1.2 (ii) (with 
L0(s)=L(l/s)). The third term is such due to (1.5) of Lemma 1.1, and to thé prop-
erty 1.2 (ii) as above. The fourth term is 
(s*-'L0(s))->Sf,{D*f(x)} = (s'-'Us))-1 ^ ^ ^ f AxXx+sy-^dx. 
The occurring integral is bounded by an absolute constant and (jv""rZ0(i))_1—0, 
as before, which completes the proof. 
P roo f of Theorem 2.2. Because of (2.2) the function f ( x ) in (1.2) is of the 
form 
f(x) = c*+vL(x){ l+o(x) ) , 
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where co(x) is a locally integrable function with support in [a, » ) and such that 
©(*)—0, je — oc, and c _ 1 =(v + l)fc. Hence 
(3.2) T = cÜt{^+vL(x)+)+Bí+Dk{^vL(x)ú3(x)} 
where B1 is with support in [0, a] \ L(x) may be chosen conveniently in [0, a]. Now we 
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, i.e. apply the Stieltjes transform to both sides 
of (3.2), multiply by ( i v - rZ,( j ) ) _ 1 and estimate each term on the right-hand side 
separately. 
We apply to the integral occurring in the first term the result 1.2 (iii) C), yielding 
í^{i>tjck+vL(x)}~5(v+1, r—v)s*~rL(s), s -co. 
Now we see that the second term tends to zero for this time we have to use 
1.2 (ii) and (1.6) of Lemma 1.1. The third term 73, say, is estimated as follows 
|/3| S (L(s))-1 / s ^ + k L ( s y ) dy+iLis^- 'Mis ) f y ^ - ^ ~ 1 L ( s y ) d y 
0 «life 
where M( j )=sup 1^(^)1 for y^as^112 . Hence | / 3 | ^e^E. , for since 
¡©(¿jOI is bounded, M(j)—0, j— and by applying to the occurring integrals (1.2), 
(iii) A) and (1.2), (iii), B) respectively. 
Remark . By altering slightly the method of proof used above we can obtain 
similar results when the distributions behave as some functions more general than the 
regularly varying ones. Thus the following result holds: 
Theorem 3.1. Let Re r > — 1, T£J'(r), and let h(x) be such that for some 
CO 
/?>0, f \h(x)xp+v\dx converges (a>0). If 
a 
T~xyh(x), J C - C O 
then ^{Tj^ms-'-1, where m is a constant that can be calculated. 
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